
Introduction

Planting a butterfly garden is a simple and rewarding way to experience a 
bit of natural Florida. Unlike most wildlife, butterflies are not confined to 
remote, wild landscapes. They are a common sight in both country and city 
and can easily be attracted with a little know-how and proper planning.
 Whether it fits in a container on the patio or stretches over several acres, 
a well-planned butterfly garden can be as simple or as complicated as you 
wish to make it. The same basic concepts and guidelines apply whatever the 
size. The most important thing to understand before you begin is that but-
terflies have many different behaviors, characteristics, affinities, and needs; 
however, these requirements often change dramatically throughout their 
life cycle. A well-planned butterfly garden should provide variety to attract 
different kinds of butterflies and cater to both adult butterflies and their 
larvae. Proper choice of plants and landscape design is essential. Such deci-
sions will help determine which butterfly species will be attracted, remain 
in the area, and ultimately reproduce. They will also impact plant perfor-
mance and the overall visual appeal of your landscape.
 Planting a butterfly garden does not mean sacrificing your landscape 
style or individual preferences to the needs of butterflies. Nor does it mean 
turning your yard into a glorified weed patch. A well-planned butterfly 
garden can be very formal, wildly naturalistic, or any point in between. It 
can take the form of a new garden or a simple modification to an existing 
landscape. The choice is yours. No matter what form, a butterfly garden 
can help beautify your landscape, provide many hours of enjoyment and 
opportunities to learn more about these fascinating creatures, and maybe 
most important, help increase the available resources for wildlife.
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A Note about Scientific Names

Throughout this book, you will see the common names of butterflies and 
plants followed by their scientific names, such as pipevine swallowtail (Bat-
tus philenor). Although many people are familiar with and regularly use 
common names such as gulf fritillary or southern magnolia, they often 
vary considerably from place to place or from published resource to pub-
lished resource. For example, the common weedy wildflower Bidens alba 
may be called Spanish needles, common beggarticks, or romerillo depend-
ing on the author. Such variation can be quite confusing and even poten-
tially misleading, especially as some species may go by the same or a very 
similar common name.
 By contrast, scientific names are standardized and internationally ac-
cepted. As a result, they are used by scientists and other professionals. 
While it may sound a bit complicated, it allows people to talk about or 
reference particular plants or animals without confusion, in any language 
and from any geographic location.
 This formal system of naming organisms is called “binomial nomen-
clature,” and comprises two parts. The first part of the name refers to the 
genus, and like a person’s last name, indicates which organisms are most 
closely related. The second part of the name, called the “specific epithet,” 
is like a person’s first name; it refers to a particular member of the genus. 
For example, Virginia snakeroot and woolly dutchman’s pipe have very dif-
ferent common names but are in fact closely related plants. However, a 
quick look at their scientific names, Aristolochia serpentaria and Aristolo-
chia tomentosa, immediately enables you to see that they are members of 
the same genus. Genera (the plural of genus) can then be grouped together 
into families.
 While scientific names represent a universal “language” for discussing 
living organisms, the agreed upon taxonomy, or overall classification based 
on evolutionary relationships, can and often does change over time. Over 
the past few decades, molecular phylogenetic studies have led to extensive 
modification of previously recognized classification schemes. This has of-
ten led to extensive restructuring of our understanding of species’ evolu-
tionary relationships, with corresponding taxonomic revisions and name 
changes, particularly as to which genera particular species belong. Keep-
ing track of these changes can be fun, challenging, and even frustrating at 
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times, even for scientists. It can particularly make the use of field guides or 
other reference sources, especially older publications, difficult and often 
confusing. Asters are a good example. Several showy species, such as New 
England aster and Elliott’s aster, were previously recognized as Aster novae-
angliae and Aster elliottii. Recent revisions have subsequently placed these 
species in the genus Symphyotrichum.
 As the scientific quest to gain an ever-greater understanding of earth’s 
biodiversity, past and present, expands, taxonomy and nomenclature will 
remain in a prolonged state of change. We just have to adjust.




